Studio Policies
Cover-ups ~ All dancers MUST wear a cover-up over their leotards while coming into and out of the studio.
Bottled Water ~ The bottled water in the refrigerator is NOT FREE. The cost is $1.00 per bottle. If you cannot buy a bottle of water,
you can get water from the sink with Dixie cups provided on the table next to the sink.
BSD Website ~ It is the responsibility of the student/parent to keep up to date with studio info by regularly checking this website and
the bulletin board in the studio lobby.
Discipline ~ BSD instructors hold the right to dismiss students from classes due to inappropriate behavior. Upon dismissal from
classes a parent will be called and expected to pick up the student immediately. Older students who drive will be responsible for
notifying their parent they are on the way home.
Drop Off/Pick Up ~ At no time are children under the age of 12 allowed to wait on the porch or outside the building(s) to be picked
up. They must remain in the studio until a parent comes to get them. All children, including siblings must be accompanied by a parent
or guardian or carpool parent while in the parking lot(s), grassy areas, vehicles, etc. When students/children are not in dance class they
are the responsibility of the parent/guardian or car-pool adult. All teenagers who drive themselves to and from class should always exit
the building in groups. If they must leave alone, they must notify their teacher so she/he can watch them walk to their vehicle. It is also
suggested that teenagers who normally drive themselves to class let someone know (fellow student, teacher, etc.) if they are not
coming to class or if they will be late to class.
Holidays ~ Labor Day, Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year’s, Easter, Spring Break, and any other studio holidays are
posted on this website and in the brochure.
Inclement Weather ~ WE DO NOT GO BY LOCAL SCHOOL CLOSINGS. During inclement weather please check your email,
check this website, call the studio phone (540)832-5220 or Pam’s home office at (540)832-3928 for cancellations. If classes are not
cancelled, and you feel uncomfortable driving to class, please stay home. You can always make up a class missed during the semester.
Injuries ~ If a student is hurt during class, she/he MUST notify their teacher immediately, even if it is a minor injury.
No Posting on Social Media ~ There will be no posting allowed of any BSD videos or choreography on internet social networks,
including but not limited to YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, Tik Tok, etc., without permission from the
choreographer and BSD, and both the choreographer and BSD have the right to deny this request.
Missed Class and Payment Responsibility ~ No refunds will be given after the first day of the semester nor will tuition be prorated
for another semester. And parents/guardians will be responsible for the full tuition regardless of whether a student completes
the semester or not. Students must make up classes missed only during the current semester.
No Food or Drinks ~ No chewing gum, candy, food, or drinks (except for water) is allowed in the studio or lobby. Especially NO
PEANUT PRODUCTS. Do not bring any food products into the studio that contain nuts of any kind. We have several students with
severe ad life threatening allergies to nuts.
Observation ~ During this time of the COVID pandemic we will not allow anyone into the studio except the instructors, apprentices
and students nor will we be having Parents’ Visitations. During the regular semester please refrain from standing outside the windows
to watch – it is distracting to the students and disrupts class.
Safety and Security ~ we have security cameras inside the studio including the dance room and the lobby and outside of the front
door and back door.

